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Figure 1: Equal time comparison for global illumination in participating media: our method based on neural networks (le�),
storing the full table [Wang and Holzschuch 2017], and Virtual Ray Lights (VRL) [Novák et al. 2012]. Right: reference solution.
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1 OVERVIEW
Many materials, such as milk or wax, exhibit sca�ering e�ects;
incoming light enters the material and is sca�ered inside, giving a
translucent aspect. �ese e�ects are computationally intensive as
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they require simulating a large number of events. Full computations
are expensive, even with accelerating methods such as Virtual
Ray Lights. �e dipole approximation [Jensen et al. 2001] is fast,
but a strong approximation. Precomputing the material response
for multiple sca�ering [Moon et al. 2007; Wang and Holzschuch
2017] integrates well with existing rendering algorithms, allowing
separate computation for single- and double- sca�ering, and fast
computation for multiple sca�ering. �eir main issue is e�cient
storage for the precomputed multiple sca�ering data.

We present a method to encode multiple sca�ering e�ects using
a neural network. We replace the precomputed multiple sca�ering
table of [Wang and Holzschuch 2017] (40 MB) with a trained neural
network, with a cost of 6490 bytes (1623 �oats). At runtime, the
neural network is used to generate multiple sca�ering. We demon-
strate the e�ects combined with Virtual Ray Lights (VRL), but our
approach can be integrated with other rendering algorithms.

2 PREVIOUS WORKS
Moon et al. [2007] precompute multiple sca�ering e�ects and store
the result on a set of concentric spheres. Müller et al. [2016] extend
the approach with varying sphere size, and use it to convert granular
materials to heterogeneous media.

Wang et al. [2016] precompute multiple sca�ering in a 2D table,
using the symmetry of revolution, and use it for point-based global
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Figure 2: We precompute multiple scattering e�ects assuming an in�nite medium, and compress the result using a two-layer
neural network; we store the network coe�cients.
illumination with participating media. [Wang and Holzschuch
2017] combine this with many illumination simulation algorithms.

Ren et al. [2013] used a multilayer acyclic feed-forward neural
network to map scene data to indirect illumination.

3 NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR
PRECOMPUTED MULTIPLE SCATTERING

3.1 Precomputing multiple scattering
First we compute multiple sca�ering e�ects assuming a light source
with a dirac in position and direction in an in�nite participating
medium. �e problem has symmetry of revolution: we store multi-
ple sca�ering using cylindrical coordinates for position r (ρ, z) and
spherical coordinates at each point for direction (θ ,φ) (see Figure
2). �is step takes 8mn for a given material. [Wang and Holzschuch
2017] used this data to render participating media, combined with
other algorithms for low-order sca�ering.

3.2 Neural Network Model
We can see the precomputed multiple sca�ering as a complex map-
ping from a 4 dimension domain (input coordinates, (ρ, z,θ ,φ)) to
a 3 dimension domain (the RGB channel), where the output func-
tion has an exponential fallo� with the �rst two coordinates, and
can be highly anisotropic for the last two coordinates (assuming
anisotropic material).

We treat it as a regression problem and train a neural network
to learn the multiple sca�ering function Φ, approximating it with
ΦN (ρ, z,θ ,φ,w), where w is the weights and biases of ΦN , found
by minimizing:

E =
∑
i
‖ri − ΦN (ρ, z,θ ,φ,w)‖2 . (1)

3.3 Neural Network Structure & Training
For our neural network, we used two fully connected hidden layers
with 20 nodes each (see Figure 2). �e networks were optimized
using the ADAM optimizer in TensorFlow with a learning rate of
0.01. We compute the loss for the network as the di�erence between
predicted radiance and computed radiance. �e network is trained
using the L2 error metric. We split the precomputed table data from
section 3.1 and use 70 % of the data for training, and the rest for
validation. We normalize the input parameters to [−1.0, 1.0]4 and
shu�e them. We switch the output parameters to the log domain
to make them well distributed. We train the models with 10,000
iterations. It takes 25 mn to train the network on a given material.
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Figure 3: Loss as a function of the number of iterations, for
di�erent network settings.

Figure 3 shows the impact of the neural network parameters:
using 10 or 20 nodes, and using tanh or Recti�ed Linear Unit (ReLU)
as the activation function. In practice, we used 20 nodes and tanh.
Computing multiple sca�ering response and training the neural
network is done in a precomputation step.

To render, we extract the precomputed table data from the net-
work. We used the Mitsuba Renderer [Jakob 2010], and VRL for
low-order sca�ering.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a neural network model to represent multiple
sca�ering events in participating media. �e model provides a
very compact representation for precomputed multiple sca�ering,
and can be combined with many existing rendering algorithms,
providing similar results for a fraction of the memory cost. In
future work, we want to extend the range of parameters for learning
(albedo, phase function anisotropy), so the entire space of materials
can be represented with a single neural network model.
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